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common EEG diagnostic codes by
comparing and contrasting them. The
panel members discussed these
definitions of the EEG services before
they rated the work of extended EEG
monitoring.

Extended EEG; up to one hour (CPT
code 95812).

EEG recording is conducted for 45 to
60 minutes. Hyperventilation, photic
stimulation and/or oral sedation may be
used. The physician reviews in detail
the entire 45-to-60 minute record (270 to
360 pages of standard EEG paper).

The following is a vignette for CPT
code 95812: A 35-year-old woman
experiences episodic loss of
consciousness. Differential diagnosis
includes syncope and several types of
seizure disorder. The EEG is extended
because the EEG technologist detected
no epileptic abnormalities during the
first 20 to 30 minutes of recording, and
the physician had requested a longer
recording if needed to find
abnormalities. Bursts of epileptic
abnormalities are finally detected at 55
minutes into the recording. This helps
make the diagnosis of a seizure disorder.
The type of epileptic abnormalities seen
on the EEG guides the diagnosis and
choice of medications.

Extended EEG; greater than one hour
(CPT code 95813).

EEG recording is conducted
continuously for more than 1 hour.
Hyperventilation, photic stimulation
and/or oral sedation may be used. The
recording is continued until the events
sought are obtained, if possible. Typical
recording time is 2 to 3 hours. The
physician reviews the entire recording
in detail (typically equal to 360 to 1,000-
plus pages of standard EEG paper). The
entire continuous EEG recording is also
interpreted for additional diagnostic
information.

The following is a vignette for CPT
code 95813: A 55-year-old woman is
comatose in the intensive care unit with
multiple medical problems and is
having repeated episodes of movements
possibly representing epileptic seizures.
Continuous EEG recording is performed
for 3 hours, including recording during
two of her episodes. Four additional
subclinical ictal events were also
detected on the EEG beyond the two
events noted by the nurses. Events are
determined to be epileptic seizures, and
a treatment plan is developed
accordingly.

Awake EEG (CPT code 95816).
The test is conducted with the patient

awake. The patient often becomes
drowsy or may briefly fall asleep, but

the test is not run deliberately to obtain
sleep. Hyperventilation and/or photic
stimulation are usually obtained. The
minimum recording time is 20 minutes.
The typical recording time is 20 to 25
minutes. The physician reads in detail
the entire 20-to-25 minute record (120 to
150 pages of standard EEG paper).

The following is a vignette for CPT
code 95816: A 60-year-old man
complains of memory and other
cognitive impairment. Differential
diagnosis includes dementia and
depression. EEG seeks objective
evidence of organic impairment
supporting a diagnosis of a dementia.

EEG awake and asleep (CPT code
95819).

Sleep is deliberately sought during
the EEG record to identify specific
epileptic abnormalities. The patient may
be sleep-deprived before the recording
or given sedative medication to induce
sleep. The recording continues until at
least 5 minutes of Stage 2 sleep is
obtained. During the awake portion of
the recording, hyperventilation and/or
photic stimulation are usually obtained.
The minimum recording time is 20
minutes. The typical recording time is
30 to 35 minutes. The physician reads
in detail the entire 30-to-35 minute
record (180 to 210 pages of standard
EEG paper).

The following is a vignette for CPT
code 95819: A 25-year-old woman
experiences recent onset of lapses of
consciousness. The differential
diagnosis includes syncope and several
types of seizure disorders. A test is
conducted to look for evidence of a
seizure disorder and to help specify
which type of seizure disorder.

EEG; sleep only (CPT code 95822).
The EEG is conducted with the

patient asleep, stuporous, or comatose.
Little or no awake EEG is recorded.
Hyperventilation and photic stimulation
are generally not performed. Stuporous
or comatose patients may be stimulated
by the technologist to attempt to induce
state changes. The minimum recording
time is 20 minutes. The typical
recording time is 20 to 30 minutes. The
physician reads in detail the entire 20
to 30 minute record (120 to 180 pages
of standard EEG paper).

The following is a vignette for CPT
code 95822: A 45-year-old man is
comatose after a head injury. An EEG is
performed to assess the depth of the
coma, assist in assessing prognosis, and
evaluate for epileptic discharges or focal
cerebral abnormality.

EEG; all night sleep only (CPT code
95827).

Prolonged EEG recording is performed
by leaving equipment at the hospital
bedside. The recording may or may not
be continuous. If not continuous, the
recording is done periodically as
needed. The minimum time the EEG is
at the bedside is 8 hours. The physician
scans the hours-long records, reading in
detail selected or specific portions. The
minimum amount of the EEG actually
reviewed in detail is 20 minutes of
recording (120 pages of standard EEG
paper). The typical amount reviewed in
detail is 30 to 40 minutes.

The following is a vignette for CPT
code 95827: A 3-year-old boy is
comatose from near-drowning. The
patient is in a therapeutic barbiturate
coma. The EEG is used to titrate the
amount of barbiturate to keep the EEG
in burst-suppression. Incidental
observations are made of any epileptic
discharges or focal features. The EEG is
kept at the intensive care unit bedside
for 3 days. Each day, 50 to 90 minutes
of EEG are printed, of which 20 to 30
minutes (120 to 180 pages of standard
EEG paper) are reviewed in detail, and
other pages are scanned for relevant
events.

Electrocorticography (CPT code
95829).

The EEG is recorded in the operating
room from electrodes applied directly to
the surgically exposed cerebral cortex.
Many separate recording sites are used.
While it is being recorded in the
operating room, the EEG is interpreted
by the EEG physician, who is present in
the operating room for 60 minutes or
more. The EEG physician uses the EEG
features for determining the extent of
surgical resection of the cerebral cortex.
During this 60 minutes, 30 to 60
minutes of EEG recording (minimum 20
minutes) are made from various cortical
recording sites.

The following is a vignette for CPT
code 95829: A 25-year-old man,
disabled by medically refractory
epileptic seizures, undergoes a
craniotomy to resect a portion of his
temporal lobe. The EEG physician
interprets the record in the operating
room. Electrocorticography is used to
define the extent of epileptic spiking
and slowing, and the resection is
tailored to include regions of electrically
identified pathology. Follow-up
recording is made to check for any
remaining epileptic spiking after
resection.

Ambulatory EEG monitoring (CPT
code 95950).

The EEG is recorded onto a long-term
storage medium such as magnetic disc


